4 January 1965

MEMORANDUM FOR MR. JOHN M. CLARKE, DIRECTOR OF BUDGET,
PROGRAM ANALYSES AND MANPOWER, CIA

SUBJECT: Funding for Project FULCRUM

Reference your BYE 0493-64 dated 22 Dec 64, subject as above.

In accordance with your statement therein "More detailed obligation data can be made available to you if desired," I request that data be furnished which essentially up-dates the chart attached to Dr. Wheelon's memo of 31 August 64 to DSI, BYE 0150-64 (78), with the addition of obligation data by month against each line entry. The up-dating should also include costs by individual contractor thru the competition phase, and for the preliminary design phase. The revised chart should be supplemented by pertinent narrative concerning general coverage of each contract, milestones and progress against such milestones, and time period objectives thru the completion of "Phase 1."

The submitted 1030 voucher is being returned, pending the receipt of the preceding data.

SIGNED
(9) NCSO Comptroller

1 Atch
Form 1030

cc: Dr. Wheelon, DDS&T

FULCRUM
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